ERIBA Caravan
model year 2014.
ERIBA Touring. ERIBA Feeling. ERIBA Exciting. ERIBA Nova Light.
ERIBA Nova. ERIBA Nova S.

Rudi Fimpel is head of the Caravan Division at HYMER
comprising all the ERIBA model series.
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ERIBA Caravans

The perfect way to enjoy your leisure time
Holidays – that means escaping from the daily routine, living out your freedom, discovering something new,
searching for adventure, and finding excitement as well as relaxation. In short, everything that caravanning
has to offer. How else could you enjoy this leisure time better than in an ERIBA caravan, the perfect companion for your perfect holidays?

From a long weekend to your annual

to creating the comfort you expect so

we integrate our own high expectations

holidays: If you want to leave your daily

that you feel totally at home in your

of performance and quality until the fin-

routine behind you, if you love to stay

ERIBA caravan. We always keep in mind

ished item is soon observed on camping

flexible and prefer to travel just as the

that the secret lies in achieving just the

sites all over the world.

fancy takes you instead of planning

right blend of exclusivity, practicality

From the legendary ERIBA Touring with

a long way in advance, if you want to

and value for money.

its first-class handling, the modern ERIBA

be down to earth and change your lo-

Besides many of our own experi-

Feeling and the practical and family-friend-

cation spontaneously if the weather is

ences, the many wishes expressed

ly ERIBA Exciting through to the luxury of

better somewhere else or the panorama

by our innumerable customers flow

the ERIBA Nova Light, Nova and Nova S:

is more idyllic – if you simply want to
experience more during the best time of
the year, caravanning is ultimately the
ideal way.
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“Every ERIBA contains many valuable suggestions from
passionate caravanners – often arising from personal
conversations on camping sites.”
Rudi Fimpel

and relaxation are what young people
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remain young at heart. And so do very
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we offer the well-engineered, high-

young caravanners because this type of
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and customisation options – to enjoy

This is what we take into account

It is always exciting to discover how

the freedom that comes from a holiday

when we design every new ERIBA cara-

all the great and small ideas come to-

in a tailor-made ERIBA caravan and in a

van. In fact we attach great importance

gether to form a new ERIBA. In addition

totally unique way.
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ERIBA Caravans

A unique success story
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1923

1957

1960

1966

1976

1978

Alfons Hymer
starts production
of agricultural
vehicles.

Erich Bachem
(“ERIBA”) and
Erwin Hymer build
the original Troll,
the first caravan.

Birth of ERIBA
Touring models Puck,
Faun and Troll
followed by Pan,
Familia, Triton
and Titan.

Introduction of
the ERIBA Nova
model series.

Appearance of
Eribette, a compact
alternative to the
ERIBA Touring built
of wood.

Development of the
innovative PUAL wall
construction. It soon
proves its ruggedness.

For over 50 years, the name ERIBA has stood for innovative caravans and has set standards for quality and
comfort. Many ERIBA model series have influenced design trends in the caravan sector over several decades –
and in turn have undergone radical changes themselves.

2004
“caravanning
Design Award”:
ERIBA Nova

2006
“reddot design award”
and nomination for
“Design Prize FRG”:
ERIBA Feeling

2008
“caravanning
Design Award”:
ERIBA Touring
ForeverYoung 530

2008
“Caravan of the Year”
(readers’ prize of the
German “Caravaning”
magazine): ERIBA
Feeling, ERIBA Nova S

2009
“Best interior design”
(Caravan of the Year
in “Which Caravan
Magazine”):
ERIBA Nova 580 SL

2011
3rd place for
premium caravans
(“Promobil”
readers’ choice):
ERIBA Nova S

Praised and prized!
A selection of the main prizes
awarded to ERIBA caravans

1980

1998

2004

2005

2012

2013

ERIBA and HYMER
merge to form
ERIBA-HYMER GmbH.

The ERIBA Moving
sets new standards
in caravan design
with its round
body shape.

The redesigned
ERIBA Nova is the
most modern
caravan on the
market.

ERIBA Feeling,
a modern caravan
with raised roof.

The ERIBA
Exciting supplements
the model range for
young campers.

The ERIBA Nova Light
combines the compact
outer dimensions of
the ERIBA Feeling
with the comfort
features of the
ERIBA Nova.
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ERIBA Caravans

Comfort for everyone’s needs
Model series

ERIBA Touring

ERIBA Feeling

ERIBA Exciting

The cult caravan for extensively
travelling individualists

The compact caravan
for big journeys and big feelings

Young, sporty, elegant.
Great amount of freedom
for a small amount of money

900 - 1.300

900 – 1.500

1.350 – 1.800

Overall length cm

483 - 576

490 – 647

681 – 805

Overall width cm

200 and 210

197 and 217

230 and 250

Overall height cm

226
(Roof Lowered)

224 / 229
(Roof Lowered)

258

2-4

2–6

4 – 10

16

30

44

Profile

Interior

Weight class kg

Berths

From page
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Be at one with nature, feel a sense of community, have fun, experience freedom: What better way is there to
enjoy leisure other than caravanning? Whether it‘s the already legendary, colour co-ordinated ERIBA Touring
model, the modern ERIBA Feeling model, the practical and family-orientated ERIBA Exciting model, the extraordinary ERIBA Nova or the absolutely first class model of the ERIBA Nova S model series – you can rest assured
that you‘re the owner of a well developed and high quality vehicle.

ERIBA Nova Light

ERIBA Nova

ERIBA Nova S

Model series

Profile

Compact comfort –
meets high demands

Majestic design with
perfect functionality and
unique construction technology

Deluxe caravanning
with boundless comfort

Interior

Weight class kg

1.200 - 1.500

1.500 - 1.900

1.700 – 2.500

607 – 647

698 – 769

736 – 882

Overall length cm

217 and 225

230 and 240

230, 240, 250

Overall width cm

257

262

262

Overall height cm

3–4

4

4-6

Berths

58

72

90

From page
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ERIBA quality – at the highest level ready for the road at any time

03
08

06

10

14
11
01

15

05
16
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The product advantages listed here may not apply to all model series.
You will find detailed descriptions of each model series in the price list and the series highlights in this brochure.

01

Safe gas bottle locker: Easy access to the large nose stowage compartment is through a locker door held wide open by a gas-filled strut; the gas
bottle locker is totally insulated from the living area.

02

Strong PUAL body: The entire body including the roof and walls are made
of a 30 mm thick PUAL construction – ERIBA caravans also benefit from
HYMER motorhome technology which provides excellent insulation, stability and long life.

03

Optimised aerodynamics: The rounded body shape – unique in caravan
construction and only possible using PUAL technology – together with the
flat nose ensure much better aerodynamics.

04

Patented awning rail: Integrated in the side wall, the awning rail provides
the awning piping with a solid attachment. This helps you set up the awning or sun sail more easily, rapidly and safely.

05

Solid floor: The 41 mm thick floor has an amazingly high load-bearing
capacity and weather resistance, thus forming a safe base for ERIBA caravans. On the Nova S and the Exciting it even accommodates a hot water
underfloor heating system.

06

Sturdy furniture: The furniture construction in ERIBA caravans is packed
with masses of motorhome technology. For example, all joints are bolted
and also mortised; aluminium profiles strengthen ceiling high furniture
items, e.g. the stop and hinge seat for the washroom door.
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Back ventilated overhead storage cupboards: Hot air circulates unobstructed along the rear walls of the overhead cupboards through an intermediate layer – even when the cupboards are full. This gives no chance to
condensation.

08

Strong fasteners: Fixed, vibration-proof flush closing devices keep all
locker doors and doors safely closed while travelling.

09

Safe entrance: The entrance door and all outside locker doors are safely
locked by a security key with internal track system – to keep unwanted
guests away, together with the insect screen door.

10

Double glazed side windows: Tinted windows with double acrylic glazing
offer plenty of protection from light and heat loss. Insect and blackout
blinds with vent position are standard equipment.

11

Sleep soundly: Multizone cold foam mattresses with removable drill cover
combined with ERGO wooden slatted frames or the optional cup spring
slatted frames guarantee sound relaxing sleep.

12

De luxe living comfort: A comfortable, generous seating group with
ergonomically shaped back cushions and ideal seat depth promises cosy
evenings in the caravan. You can always sit comfortably on any side of
the seating group thanks to the single column lifting table with adjustable
table top.

13

Panorama: The large ERIBA panorama roof window provides plenty of
daylight and fresh air. The highlight: it can remain slightly open even when
it rains. An insect screen and folding blackout system are integrated in the
inner frame.

14

Heating system: In numerous tests, it was found that ERIBA caravans
warm up quickly with an even temperature distribution throughout the
entire caravan – and to cap it all, gas consumption stays low. The Exciting,
Nova and Nova S series even offer hot water heating.

15

Stowage space: From inside the caravan you have easy access to the large
bed box stowage compartments due to the wide fold-up wooden slatted
frames, or from the outside through the large exterior stowage compartment locker doors measuring 100 x 40 cm.

16

AL-KO safety chassis: On ERIBA caravans, the total length, vehicle width,
maximum approved mass and total weight are optimally matched to the
AL-KO chassis. The drawbar, which is 10 to 20 cm longer than comparable
rival vans, offers an additional safety margin.
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ERIBA technologies. Two methods – one standard.

01

Perfectly
insulated

Extremely
robust

Totally
watertight

01

PUAL
body

A

=

=
B
C
D
E

A
01
ERIBA-HYMER PUAL TECHNOLOGY
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F
G

A

Long
life

01

ERIBA-HYMER PUAL technology –
an outstanding technology prevails.
PUAL technology is used in the model series ERIBA Feeling, ERIBA Nova,
ERIBA Nova LuxusLine and ERIBA Nova S. This unique construction was developed by HYMER in 1978 and is the benchmark for advanced technology.

02

The unique PUAL construction method, which HYMER/ ERIBA still uses
today to set standards, is highlighted by its outstanding insulation for the
walls and roof.
The excellent insulation of the closed pore PU foam guarantees pleasant
temperatures throughout the whole year and ensures low gas consumption in winter. The thermal insulation is equivalent to a solid brick wall
68 cm thick.
Moreover, this construction method is absolutely waterproof and
rotproof. The walls and roof are manufactured in one process and can
therefore withstand extreme stresses.
The thermal insulation composite system also offers an absolute waterproof bond on the transitions to the side panels and nose.
Very long life: The closed pore polyurethane core of the PUAL construction
is absolutely resistant to water and ageing. Even if the robust aluminium
outer skin is damaged, the construction remains totally waterproof.
Unique ruggedness and watertightness:
the walls and roof of ERIBA caravans – just like on HYMER
motorhomes – have an extremely robust, full foam PUAL body.
They are joined together by gapless resilient bonding.
(A) Thermal insulation = equivalent to a solid brick wall 68 cm thick
(B) Aluminium outer skin
(C) Fine pore polyurethane foam
(D) Surrounding plastic corner profile
(E) Gapless resilient bonding
(F) Breathable plywood layer
(G) Insulated floor

02

02

ERIBA-Touring technology.
The unique construction method comprising the legendary steel tube
frame originally used in aircraft construction has been in existence for
over 55 years. This aerodynamic, lightweight, self-supporting and rotproof
construction is extremely stable and ensures long life and excellent trailer
characteristics. The outer skin consists of stove-enamelled aluminium and
a raised roof shell made of GFR plastic.
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AERO construction with steel tube framework
Low overall height (226 cm in travel mode)
Outstanding trailer characteristics
Chassis with independent suspension and shock absorbers
AKS anti-snake stabiliser with auto-reverse mechanism
Raised roof with 26 mm sandwich insulation and two scissor frames
Standing height under raised roof: 1.95 metres

ERIBA-TOURING TECHNOLOGY
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ERIBA: We want you to arrive safely
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Even the journey to your destination should make you feel safe.
This means your holiday begins when you get behind the wheel.
ü

Safe journey: The outstanding trailer characteristics and road-holding are
the result of many years of experience in caravan construction.

ü

Solid floorpan: The AL-KO Vario safety chassis with semi-trailing link axles
and independent suspension are the basis for a safe journey.

ü

 ore than 50 years experience: On ERIBA caravans the weight, width
M
and length are optimally matched to the chassis components.

ü

 ore length – more safety: The extra long drawbar offers plenty of space
M
to fit a bicycle rack. It is also a decisive factor to improve trailer characteristics.

ü

Suppressed snaking: The new optimised anti-snake stabiliser (AKS 3004)
with automatic overrun brake system and auto-reverse mechanism.

ü

P roven so many times: The built-in AL-KO safety braking system ensures
continuous braking action for strong and safe braking.

ü

 turdy lightweight construction: ERIBA caravans offer a high payload
S
reserve thanks to their extremely sturdy, fully galvanised AL-KO lightweight chassis.

ü

Clever: The systems for gas, water and electrics are so cleverly installed
that they are positioned to save stowage space.

ü

 verything stays in place: On ERIBA caravans all locker doors, doors and
E
stowage compartments are securely locked by a flush closure system.

ü

All tested: ERIBA caravans are subjected to extensive safety tests before
they go into production. One of the standard tests is the vibration test
which simulates up to 1 million kilometres.

ü

Tyres: European brand tyres with speed index L (up to 120 km/h) and
sufficient load-bearing reserves mean safety on the road.

ü

RCCB protection: The entire electrics are protected by a residual current
circuit breaker equivalent to the quality standard of a home.

ü

Safety underway: The optional stability control system (ATC – Automatic
Trailer Control) recognises dangerous snaking movements in advance and
initiates controlled braking in a fraction of a second to decelerate the
trailer and stabilise the rig.
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ERIBA: We want you to get some prime R+R

14

Recuperation starts with a good sleep. That’s why sleeping comfort is top
priority, closely followed by living comfort.

Sleep exceptionally well.
9

Optimised ergonomics: The lying zones on the multizone cold foam mattresses match the various body zones and provide them with optimal support.

9

Pleasantly neutral: The removable and washable drill cover with soft protector is ideal for allergy sufferers.

9

Solid base: The ERGO wooden slatted frame offers you the best possible
base to enjoy a deep sleep on all ERIBA models.

9

Inviting: The bed boxes not only offer maximum stowage space – they are
also designed to the optimal bed height.

9

Sleep long: The luxury layouts of all model series always have a bed that
is at least two metres long.

9

Healthy comfortable climate: A clever heating system with well placed
back ventilation ensures optimal air circulation and heat distribution.

Generous comfortable seats.
9

Sits: Optimal rigidity and hardness of foam cushions combined with soft
foam padding guarantee dimensional stability and above all pleasant sitting comfort.

9

Fits: Greater seat depth and back height offer you ergonomically shaped
seat cushions.

9

Legroom: Plenty of room to stretch your legs and to easily enter or exit the
seating group thanks to the single column table leg with adjustable table
top (depending on model).

9

No fuss: All seating groups can be converted into a comfortable bed in a
few easy minutes; optional bed cushions offer additional comfort.

9

Clean: The upholstery fabrics in your ERIBA caravan are extremely easy to
clean – thanks to stain protection and lotus effect.

9

Ecological: All upholstery fabrics in your ERIBA have been awarded the
international Oeko-Tex® mark.

9

Well-being in pleasant temperatures: The Truma heatings provide
uniform hot air distribution for a pleasant temperature in your ERIBA
caravan and has a remarkably short warm-up phase. Optionally there is underfloor heating – and for winter fans the ALDE hot water heater including
hot water underfloor heating.

15

ERIBA Touring

A legend with cult status

16

The epitome of individualism: ERIBA Touring caravans have achieved cult status. For over 55 years,
the design concept based on the principle of aerodynamic styling offers the ideal home for
people who yearn for faraway places. Lightweight construction, compact dimensions and a low
overall height by an integrated raised roof are features that are common for Touring caravans.
What is legendary are the excellent road-holding characteristics.

17

ERIBA Touring – Living and sleeping in comfort

18

A cleverly designed interior in light Merano
pear wood and a raised roof offering a standing
height of 195 cm. This creates an enormous
feeling of spaciousness inside the ERIBA Touring.

19

ERIBA Touring – Living and sleeping in comfort

01

20

02

“For BBQs and dinners al fresco: On the outside
there’s an extra rail for attaching the
seating group table.”
Rudolf Wikelski, Product Manager ERIBA Caravans

03

05
01

Caravanning means freedom – for your head too. That‘s why the seating in the
ERIBA Touring offers plenty of headroom besides first-class seating.

02

In no time at all: In caravans with single beds, making the beds is child’s play.

03

Travelling does not mean missing out on a good night’s sleep –
here you sleep and dream on cold foam mattresses with soft drill covers.

04

Optimally designed padded backrests mean more seating comfort.

05

A cosy place to sleep:
The soft, power-saving LED light produces a homely atmosphere.

04

21

01

01

02

03

22

04
01

More than practical: The sink cover and chopping board creates
additional work space and even large pots fit under the water tap.

02

The optional 3-flame hob, which is easy to operate and clean, is ideal for
even sophisticated dishes. The glass lid acts as flame protection when folded up.

03

Everything at hand at a glance:
The spacious drawer with its cutlery tray keeps everything neat and tidy.

04

The side flap acts as a work top extension – together with the sink cover.
This results in an enormous work top. In addition the cleverly housed 13 litre tank
has enough fresh water for working in the kitchen.

05

The washroom is equipped with a height adjustable mirror, a shelf with “elastic straps”
to stow away utensils, a towel rail and a Thetford bench toilet.

ERIBA Touring – Comfort in the kitchenette and washroom

05
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ERIBA Touring – Standard highlights

Feel good right from the start
Comfort in the ERIBA Touring comes from practical basic equipment levels which are beyond comparison in
this class. The typical Touring highlights give the living area an exclusive flair. Feeling good is all inclusive
here – experience it for yourself.

Efficient

The elegant way to save fuel:
ERIBA caravans are models of efficiency – this
is due to the aerodynamically shaped front with
its rounded edges. The body shape, which is
unique in caravan construction, features timeless elegance and conceals numerous benefits:

low air resistance for more fuel economy,
much greater driving safety and perfect
road-holding. This makes your holiday tour
with this compact touring expert safer,
more economic – and more elegant.

LED

Standing height
1.95 m

Practical outside light:
The energy-saving LED awning light
with integrated motion detector is
also part of the standard equipment.
It lights up the outside area around
the entrance door to afford
safe entry and exit in the dark.

24

Technology from aircraft construction:
Lightweight and sturdy – the unique
construction concept of ERIBA Touring
technology ensures long life, fuel economy,
safety and excellent road-holding.

Perfect standing height:
The ERIBA raised roof lets you stand
up straight in your compact caravan –
with a headroom of up to 195 cm.
In addition it provides a perfect interior
climate by allowing air to circulate through
the canvas window in the raised roof.

Discover even more highlights at a HYMER/ ERIBA trading partner near you.

ERIBA Touring – Standard highlights

New!

Easy to handle:
The jockey wheel is equipped
with a pneumatic tyre.
This makes it much easier and safer
to hitch up or park the caravan.

No snaking:
The new optimised stabiliser with
automatic control device (AKS 3004)
and auto-reverse mechanism corrects
snaking as soon as it occurs and
so increases the safety margin.

More
stowage
space

Safety on the road:
ERIBA caravans have full taillight clusters
comprising reversing light, reflectors,
side lights, integrated fog lamp and
third brake light. They comply with all
safety requirements.

Occasional bed and additional stowage space:
All seating groups can be transformed as
quick as a flash into a comfortable bed.
The spacious seat boxes provide plenty of
stowage space which is easy to access.

Full
room
height!

Plenty of space for long tours:
All the layouts have a generous full height
wardrobe with adjustable shelves which easily
accommodate all your holiday clothing.
So you are well equipped for long journeys.

LED

Smart
design

Everything well stowed away:
The all-round overhead storage cupboards
with their elegant doors are big enough
to house all your travelling utensils
and they all stay closed without rattling.

Illustrations for example only. Changes possible.

Stowage space for your dreams:
All fixed beds open up wide and high quality spring
struts keep them safely in position when open.
The enormous bed boxes are easily accessible –
either from inside the caravan or from the outside
through the large exterior locker door on the
awning side (optional extra dependent on model).

Pleasant light, low power consumption:
The indirect mood lighting in the
overhead storage cupboards lets you
create a discrete evening mood
in the caravan at the press of a button.
Power consumption is very low, thanks
to energy-saving LED technology.
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ERIBA Touring – Optional extras

Extra comfort on request
Do you want to add a more personal touch of class to your ERIBA caravan? We offer you so many
interesting extras to customise your van. This page contains a short extract of the many possibilities.
Your HYMER / ERIBA dealer will provide you with the complete list.

Test
winner

Easy access:
The large outside locker door
makes it easy to access
the stowage compartment in the
bed box from the awning side.

Protection from snaking:
The optional stability control system
(ATC - Automatic Trailer Control)
recognises dangerous snaking movements
in advance and initiates controlled braking
in a fraction of a second to decelerate
the trailer and stabilise the rig.

Arrive without a care – Truma Mover SER / TER:
It makes handling and parking
your caravan easy.
It handles van weights up to 2,000 kg
and inclines up to 13 % by
remote control with no problem.

10 litres

Take your seat in the first class:
The luxurious back cushions offer
you significantly more seating comfort –
they are higher and optimally moulded
to your body shape.

26

Hot water wherever you are:
The energy-saving 1500 W gas boiler
(optionally with an 850 W electric
heating element) heats water efficiently.
The space-saving 10 litre
stainless steel tank ensures
perfect drinking water quality.

More independence:
The Independent Electrical Packet,
comprising a gel battery (80 ampere-hours)
in the living area, 13-wire connecting cable
and 230 V automatic charger,
is a reliable power supply and is
independent of external power sources.

Discover even more highlights at a HYMER/ ERIBA trading partner near you.

ERIBA Touring – Optional extras

Stone impact protection:
The stone impact plate provides
protection for off-road fans.
It also provides some added flair
to the caravan.

Light for reading:
Three additional individually switched
reading lights under the overhead storage
cupboards – one in the front and two in
the rear – provide you with the right light
to enjoy your evening read at leisure.

Wheel on, wheel off:
The underfloor spare wheel holder
at the rear ensures that you always
have a full-size spare wheel with you
in an emergency – without wasting
any precious stowage space.

The right nose weight at all times:
The AL-KO Premium jockey wheel
with its integrated nose load gauge
offers you the certainty that you
always have the best tow bar weight
when travelling.

Stowage space as if by magic:
When you open the hatch door in the floor,
you have an enormous additional “cellar”
at your disposal.
It has a capacity of about 40 litres.

Caravan
GT

Turn your ERIBA into a GT:
The GT Packet is a visible and functional upgrade
for your ERIBA Caravan: on the one hand, the
alloy wheels, the smooth side panels, nose and
rear in Crystal Silver and the stone protection
plate. On the other hand, there are a total of

Illustrations for example only. Changes possible.

three additional reading lights in the front and
rear, an exterior stowage compartment locker
on the near-side, a rubbish bin integrated in the
door, a sliding door with insect screen, chopping
board sink cover and two utility pockets.

More than just an entry or exit:
The entrance door becomes a practical
furniture item with its stowage pockets
and the integrated rubbish bin.
The optional insect screen roller blind
keeps unwanted guests away.
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ERIBA Touring – Overview of models
Technical Data

Familia 310

Familia 320

Triton 410

Triton 418

Overall length

cm

483

483

528

528

Overall width

cm

200

200

200

200

Overall height

cm

226

226

226

226

Interior length

cm

366

366

416

416

Interior width

cm

190

190

190

190

Standing height in living area

cm

195

195

195

195

Payload approx.

kg

200 / 350

180 / 330

220 / 420

220 / 420

Maximum authorised weight
(MAM)

kg

900 /
1.050 (O)

900 /
1.050 (O)

1.000 /
1.200 (O)

1.000 /
1.200 (O)

3

2

3

3/ +1 (O)

Number of berths
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(O) = Optional equipment

Triton 420

Triton 430

Troll 530

Troll 540

Troll 550

528

528

576

576

576

200

200

210

210

210

226

226

226

226

226

416

416

466

466

466

190

190

200

200

200

195

195

195

195

195

170 / 370

160 / 360

360

320

300

1.000 /
1.200 (O)

1.000 /
1.200 (O)

1.300

1.300

1.300

2

3

3

3

3/ +1 (O)

You will find all specifications in the latest price list.
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ERIBA Feeling

The feeling of freedom

30

Lightweight, manoeuvrable and sporty. Perfect for intense travel experiences, for long tours
coupled with a cosy feeling of home. Its compact outer dimensions make it easy to handle,
even on the camping site. This model series ideally combines the road-holding benefits of
a raised roof van with a spacious living area concept. The unique PUAL technology with its
excellent insulation ensures a very pleasant interior climate.

31

ERIBA Feeling – Living in comfort

32

Furnished with fresh modern appointments: The ERIBA
Feeling offers a pleasant generous sense of space and
a sporty travel feeling anywhere in the world.

33

ERIBA Feeling – Sleeping in comfort

01

34

02

“The raised roof turns the ERIBA Feeling
into a very spacious van!”
Rudi Fimpel, Head of ERIBA Caravan Division

03

05
01

Relax in perfect comfort in the ERIBA Feeling 470 – here in Merano pear wood
furniture finish – and dream away perfectly relaxed and comfortably on high-quality
cold foam mattresses.

02

The rolled slatted frame on this ERIBA Feeling 470 offers a very large sleeping surface –
more room to sleep on or more sleeping pleasure.

03

The rear seating group is quick and easy to convert into a bed.

04

The family-friendly elevating roof provides more space and
gives you great views for a good night‘s sleep.

05

The cosy rear transverse bed in the ERIBA Feeling 425,
with practical reading spots at the bed head.

04

35

01

02

03

36

04
01

Where to put everything? The additional closed stowage options in the washroom
provide enough room for your toiletries and accessories.

02

The modern Thetford toilet, here in the ERIBA Feeling 425.

03

The elastic straps in the open compartments keep everything firmly
in place when you are travelling.

04

Maximum functionality in the compact washrooms of the ERIBA Feeling.

05

There is plenty of space in the smallest kitchenette –
cooking with a view in the ERIBA Feeling 230 equipped with everything you need.

ERIBA Feeling – Comfort in the kitchenette and washroom

05
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ERIBA Feeling – Standard highlights

Feel good right from the start
Comfort in the ERIBA Feeling comes from practical basic equipment levels which are beyond comparison in
this class. The typical Feeling highlights give the living area an exclusive flair. Feeling good is all-inclusive
here – experience it for yourself.

Standing height
1.98 m

Efficient

The elegant way to save fuel:
All ERIBA caravans have an aerodynamically
shaped front in a rounded body shape. This body
shape, which is unique in caravan construction,

reduces air resistance and so permits you to
save fuel when you are on tour. At the same
time, it gives the caravan a timeless elegance.

Perfect standing height:
The ERIBA raised roof lets you stand up
straight in your compact caravan –
with a headroom of up to 198 cm.
In addition it provides a perfect interior
climate by allowing air to circulate through
the canvas window in the raised roof.

B

A

Greater driving safety:
The extra long V-shaped drawbar of the AL-KO
chassis and its semi-trailing link axle with
independent suspension ensure optimal roadholding and extremely high driving stability.
This means maximum safety on your travels.
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Easy to handle:
The jockey wheel is equipped
with a pneumatic tyre.
This makes it much easier and safer
to hitch up or park the caravan.

Firmly in control:
The sturdy grab handles on the front (A) and
the continuous grab handle at the rear (B)
offer a safe hold when you are manoeuvring
the caravan. The rear handle runs along
the entire width of the caravan so that
several helpers can all pull together.

Discover even more highlights at a HYMER/ ERIBA trading partner near you.

ERIBA Feeling – Standard highlights

2x
11 kg

100 kg
loadbearing
capacity

High load-bearing capacity:
The extra long drawbar not only
offers space for a drawbar carrier,
it also has enough load-bearing capacity
due to its nose weight of 100 kg.

Safe braking:
The built-in AL-KO safety braking
system ensures continuous braking
action for strong and safe braking.

Large gas bottle locker:
The lockable nose stowage compartment
can be easily reached through a wide opening
hatch fitted with a gas pressure strut.
Besides two 11 kg gas bottles the compartment
also has room for a spare wheel, an optional
22 litre waste water tank and the vehicle ramps.

Very high payload:
The very sturdy fully galvanised AL-KO
lightweight construction chassis and low
maximum approved mass give ERIBA caravans
a very high load-bearing capacity.
Payloads up to 480 kg are possible depending
on the model and equipment level.

The ERIBA patent:
An awning rail is integrated
in the side panel to thread
in the awning piping.
This makes it much easier, safer
and faster to set up the awning.

Gapless insulation:
The roof and all side walls are made from
continuous 30 mm thick PUAL sandwich panels
which boast excellent insulation and avoid
any cold bridges. The interior is fully insulated,
even the gas bottle locker in the nose.

Insulated

A

Protected installation:
All hot air ducts, water pipes and the entire
on-board electrics are housed inside the
vehicle to protect them from freezing.
Thanks to the space-saving installation, the
existing stowage space can be optimally used.

Illustrations for example only. Changes possible.

Perfect multiple protection:
The tinted windows with double acrylic
glazing not only provide light protection
and thermal insulation.
They are fitted as standard with insect screens
and blackout roller blinds and safety locks (A)
with vent position catches.

Stowage space for your dreams:
All fixed beds open up wide and
high quality spring struts keep them
safely in position when open.
The enormous bed boxes are easily accessible –
either from inside the caravan or from the
outside through the large exterior locker door.
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ERIBA Feeling – Optional extras

Extra comfort on request
Do you want to add a more personal touch of class to your ERIBA caravan? We offer you so many
interesting extras to customise your van. This page contains a short extract of the many possibilities.
Your HYMER / ERIBA dealer will provide you with the complete list.

New!

More stability on any ground:
The galvanised corner steadies
provide ERIBA caravans with a stable
stand and stability on any terrain.
You can increase stability even more
by fitting Big Foot steadies.

No snaking:
The new optimised stabiliser with
automatic control device (AKS 3004)
and auto-reverse mechanism corrects
snaking as soon as it occurs and
so increases the safety margin.

Protection from snaking:
The optional stability control system
(ATC - Automatic Trailer Control)
recognises dangerous snaking movements
in advance and initiates controlled braking
in a fraction of a second to decelerate
the trailer and stabilise the rig.

The right nose weight at all times:
The AL-KO Premium jockey wheel
with its integrated nose load gauge
offers you the certainty that you
always have the best tow bar weight
when travelling.

Towbar bicycle rack:
The Thule bicycle rack provides
security when carrying bicycles
on the drawbar.
The rack folds back to provide access
to the nose storage compartment.

Simply
easy

The smart manoeuvring system for caravans:
The AL-KO AMS MAMMUT manoeuvring
system lets you park your caravan with precision,
over sticks and stones, or on a steep incline,
even when there is no one else around to help.
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Discover even more highlights at a HYMER/ ERIBA trading partner near you.

ERIBA Feeling – Optional extras

More independence:
The Independent Electrical Packet,
comprising a gel battery (80 ampere-hours)
in the living area, 13-wire connecting cable
and 230 V automatic charger,
is a reliable power supply and is
independent of external power sources.

Radio /
TV ready

Dynamic looks:
The dynamic stickers
in Sierra grey metallic
give your ERIBA a special
sporty appearance.

Ready wired for radio and TV:
The multimedia packet is an additional
comfort feature and includes a 19" TFT
screen (including holder), a radio
and DVD player, two or four loudspeakers
(depending on the model) and the
wiring to match.

Sleeping with a view:
The large panorama skylight (140 x 44 cm)
above the rear beds floods the interior with
daylight and provides unrestricted view of the
stars at night. Like its counterpart in the living
area the skylight is fitted with heat insulated
double glazing and a pleated blackout blind.

Easy access:
The large outside locker door
makes it easy to access
the stowage compartment in the
bed box from the awning side.

Take your seat in the first class:
The luxurious back cushions offer
you significantly more seating comfort –
they are higher and optimally moulded
to your body shape.

Sleep on top:
The ERIBA elevating roof brings
you closer to the stars.
It offers an additional sleeping area –
without having to convert a
seating group – and also gives
you a fantastic view.

Illustrations for example only. Changes possible.
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ERIBA Feeling – Overview of models
Technical Data

Feeling 230

Feeling 380

Feeling 425

Overall length

cm

490

607

607

Overall width

cm

197

217

217

Overall height

cm

229

224

224

Interior length

cm

330

430

430

Interior width

cm

180

200

200

Standing height in living area

cm

198

198

198

Payload approx.

kg

290 / 190

220 / 320 / 420

230 / 330 / 430

Maximum authorised weight
(MAM)

kg

1.000 /
900 (O)

1.200 / 1.300 /
1.400 (O)

1.200 / 1.300 /
1.400 (O)

2

4 / +2 (O)

3 / +2 (O)

Number of berths
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(O) = Optional equipment

Feeling 450

Feeling 470

607

647

217

217

224

224

430

470

200

200

198

198

230 / 330 / 430

280 / 480

1.200 / 1.300 /
1.400 (O)

1.300 /
1.500 (O)

3 / +3 (O)

3 / +2 (O)

You will find all specifications in the latest price list.
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ERIBA Exciting

Sporty family pleasure

44

With its chic design and attractive colour scheme, the ERIBA Exciting will enthuse young caravanners and those who are still young at heart. The ERIBA Exciting, with its anthracite design
stickers, radiates discreet, subdued and dynamic superiority. A joy for the whole family. Exceptionally child-friendly: the bunk berths.
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ERIBA Exciting – Living and sleeping in comfort

46

Enjoying Sunday breakfast or a board game:
The table in the ERIBA Exciting is the ideal central
point of the holiday; the sturdy single-column
table leg offer bags of legroom.

47

ERIBA Exciting – Living and sleeping in comfort

01

48

02

“Even large families will find
their dream caravan with the 3 bunk berths.”
Marcel Bones, Sales for ERIBA Caravans

03

05
01

The interior is exquisitely appointed in Kalmar fabric design
and the bright and friendly Umbria Select furniture finish.

02

Bags of space and plenty of seats:
This ERIBA Exciting 550 is pure family friendliness on wheels.

03

The kids can sleep in comfortable bunk berths –
a really thrilling travel experience for many children.

04

The ERIBA Exciting 560 offers enough play space for toddlers
and plenty of stowage space, thanks to the large garage locker door.

05

The ERIBA Exciting 585 has a generous feeling of space.
A special feature: the rear washroom and the extra large kitchenette in the front.

04

49

01

02

50

03
01

The washroom in the ERIBA Exciting 560 is just right for families –
for example the standard towel rail makes the bathroom neat and tidy in no time at all.

02

The raised refrigerator in the practical equipped kitchenette
of the ERIBA Exciting 535 stores plenty of enough food to supply your expedition.

03

Everything you need – in a compact space which still gives you the feeling of spaciousness,
thanks to the Umbria Select furniture finish.

04

Cook just like at home: The hob has a sturdy cast iron grate and
can be supplemented by a high-quality Spinflo Duplex oven (see page 55);
the kitchen drawers are fitted with Servo soft touch closing.

ERIBA Exciting – Comfort in the kitchenette and washroom

04
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ERIBA Exciting – Standard highlights

Feel good right from the start
Comfort in the ERIBA Exciting comes from practical basic equipment levels which are beyond comparison
in this class. Numerous exquisite features give the living area an exclusive flair. Feeling good is all-inclusive
here – experience it for yourself.

GRP
roof

Modern exterior design:
Your ERIBA caravan is painted a bright
white – classic, modern and neutral all at
the same time. It compliments your tow
car to produce a stylish rig.
Under the attractive exterior design lies highly

GRP
rear

GRP
front

modern and sturdy caravan body technology
in sandwich construction comprising
aluminium sheet and a highly insulating
polystyrene core; the hail-proof outer roof
skin is made of fibreglass reinforced plastic.

Easy access:
The large outside locker door
makes it easy to access
the stowage compartment in the
bed box from the awning side.

Insulated

A

Perfect multiple protection:
The tinted windows with double acrylic
glazing not only provide light protection
and thermal insulation.
They are fitted as standard with insect screens
and blackout roller blinds and safety locks (A)
with vent position catches.
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Keeping dry:
The towel rail puts an end
to wet towels lying around.
It offers space for many towels to
keep everything neat and tidy.

Back-ventilated to prevent condensation:
All overhead storage cupboards have a
ventilation gap behind the rear panel so
that warm air can circulate without hindrance.
This avoids strong temperature differences
in the interior and prevents unwanted
condensation from forming.

Discover even more highlights at a HYMER/ ERIBA trading partner near you.

ERIBA Exciting – Standard highlights

New!

100 kg
loadbearing
capacity

Very high payload:
The very sturdy fully galvanised AL-KO lightweight construction chassis and low maximum
approved mass give ERIBA caravans a
very high load-bearing capacity.
Payloads up to 550 g are possible depending
on the model and equipment level.

High load-bearing capacity:
The extra long drawbar not only
offers space for a drawbar carrier,
it also has enough load-bearing capacity
due to its nose weight of 100 kg.

No snaking:
The new optimised stabiliser with
automatic control device (AKS 3004)
and auto-reverse mechanism corrects
snaking as soon as it occurs and
so increases the safety margin.

Safe braking:
The built-in AL-KO safety braking
system ensures continuous braking
action for strong and safe braking.

Gas bottle access:
The small service opening helps
to open and close the gas bottles.
Even if a wheel holder is fitted
on the towbar, the bicycles need not be
removed to operate the gas bottles.

Protected installation:
All hot air ducts, water pipes and the entire
on-board electrics are housed inside the
vehicle to protect them from freezing.
Thanks to the space-saving installation, the
existing stowage space can be optimally used.

Stowage space for your dreams:
All fixed beds open up wide and
high quality spring struts keep them
safely in position when open.
The enormous bed boxes are easily accessible –
either from inside the caravan or from the
outside through the large exterior locker door.

Versatile fridge to keep things fresh:
The refrigerator with integrated freezer
compartment and adjustable shelves
runs on either 12 V, 230 V or gas.
The refrigerator door is lockable at the press
of a button, even in ventilation position.

Brightness by day and by night:
The large panorama roof vents in the
living area let in plenty of direct daylight
to create pleasant natural light conditions.
In the dark the integrated LED spots
provide uniform lighting.
The parallelogram rails allow you to
ventilate the interior even in bad weather.

Illustrations for example only. Changes possible.
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ERIBA Exciting – Optional extras

Extra comfort on request
Do you want to add a more personal touch of class to your ERIBA caravan? We offer you so many interesting
extras to customise your van. This page contains a short extract of the many possibilities. Your HYMER / ERIBA
dealer will provide you with the complete list.

Test
winner

More stability on any ground:
The galvanised corner steadies
provide ERIBA caravans with a stable
stand and stability on any terrain.
You can increase stability even more
by fitting Big Foot steadies.

Protection from snaking:
The optional stability control system
(ATC - Automatic Trailer Control)
recognises dangerous snaking movements
in advance and initiates controlled braking
in a fraction of a second to decelerate
the trailer and stabilise the rig.

The right nose weight at all times:
The AL-KO Premium jockey wheel
with its integrated nose load gauge
offers you the certainty that you
always have the best tow bar weight
when travelling.

Warm in winter:
The Arctic Packet optimises your
ERIBA caravan for winter expeditions.
An ALDE hot water heater ensures
pleasant temperatures.
There is even an underfloor warm water heater.
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Arrive without a care – Truma Mover SER / TER:
It makes handling and parking
your caravan easy.
It handles van weights up to 2,000 kg
and inclines up to 13 % by
remote control with no problem.

Polystyrene insulation there and a double
floor under the seating group and bed
keep the cold outside.
The waste water system has a 44 litre tank
and is fitted inside to protect it from freezing.

Discover even more highlights at a HYMER/ ERIBA trading partner near you.

ERIBA Exciting – Optional extras

More than just an entry or exit:
The entrance door becomes a furniture
item due to the large clothing hooks.
The optional insect screen roller blind
keeps unwanted guests away.

More room to sleep:
In a few easy movements, the folding bed
opens up to provide an additional
sleeping option above the seating group.

Sleeping place for three young travellers:
The triple bunk berths make the best use
of the existing space for more sleeping
accommodation – and there’s still enough
room to move during the day. Ideal for a
family of five to enjoy a relaxing holiday.

Lying on a large comfortable bed:
The optional rolled slatted frame
for a larger sleeping area offers
more space to sleep and more comfort.

LED

Sleep on top:
The ERIBA elevating roof brings
you closer to the stars.
It offers an additional sleeping area –
without having to convert a
seating group – and also gives
you a fantastic view.

Illustrations for example only. Changes possible.

Pleasant light, low power consumption:
The indirect mood lighting above the seating
group lets you create a discrete evening
mood in the caravan at the press of a button.
Consumption remains very low thanks
to the energy-saving LED light tube.

Cooks as good as it looks:
The Spinflo Duplex is a high-quality
oven-grill combination.
It is equipped with a double burner
(one for the oven, one for the grill), it is
easy to operate and has a unique design.
You can cook meals just like at home.
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ERIBA Exciting – Overview of models
Technical Data

Exciting 465

Exciting 471

Exciting 505

Overall length

cm

681

697

770

Overall width

cm

230

230

230

Overall height

cm

258

258

258

Interior length

cm

495

506

587

Interior width

cm

218

218

218

Standing height in living area

cm

195

195

195

Payload approx.

kg

200/350/450/550

190 /340/440/540

245/345/445

Maximum authorised weight
(MAM)

kg

1.350/1.500/1.600/1.700 (O)

1.350/1.500/1.600/1.700 (O)

1.600/1.700/1.800 (O)

4/ +2 (O)

4/ +2 (O)

6/ +4 (O)

Number of berths
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(O) = Optional equipment

Exciting 535

Exciting 550

Exciting 560

Exciting 585

738

763

805

776

230

250

250

250

258

258

258

258

553

573

612

585

218

238

238

238

195

195

195

195

190/290/390/490

185/285/385/485

120/220/320

160 /260/360

1.500/1.600/1.700/1.800 (O)

1.500/1.600/1.700/1.800 (O)

1.600/1.700/1.800 (O)

1.600/1.700/1.800 (O)

4/ +2 (O)

6/ +4(O)

6/ +4 (O)

3/ +2 (O)

You will find all specifications in the latest price list.
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ERIBA Nova Light

Comfort in a compact unit

58

How much holiday comfort can a compact class caravan offer? The ERIBA Nova Light gives you
a totally new answer. With a body length of only about five metres, it comfortably accommodates four – with bags of space to move and the luxury equipment and quality level of an
ERIBA Nova.
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ERIBA Nova Light – Living in comfort

60

The living comfort is first class, spaciousness is amazing and the outer dimensions are compact – but you
decide on where to “locate” this mobile apartment.
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ERIBA Nova Light – Living and sleeping in comfort

01

62

02

“The compact outer dimensions make the ERIBA Nova Light
into the ideal mobile home for entry-level caravanners.”
Bernhard Sawetzki, Technical Director of Series Production

03

05
01

Relaxed view: Enjoy the high seating comfort and free view through the large window
of the spacious half seating group in the Nova Light 425.

02

Easy to convert: All seat cushions are shaped to allow sleeping and when required,
they convert in no time into comfortable beds, here in the Nova Light 425.

03

Excellent sleeping comfort: Like all fixed beds, the longitudinal single beds
in the Nova Light 470 are fitted with Ergo wooden slatted frames.

04

The outer dimensions of the ERIBA Nova Light 465 are compact –
but inside, everything is spacious, such as the double bed here.

05

Plenty of space up and down: The rear transverse bed in the Nova Light 425 conceals an
enormous stowage compartment under the spacious, comfortable sleeping area.

04

63

01

04

02

03
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05
01

Kitchenette with a view:
The cooking area offers everything you need to perform great culinary art.

02

Everything at hand: Plenty of stowage space for kitchen utensils and equipment.
The drawers are fitted with practical closing mechanism.

03

Functionality down to the smallest detail.
The corner strip on the work top prevents moisture from seeping behind the kitchenette.

04

The refrigerator in the ERIBA Nova Light 465 has plenty of capacity with 60 litres
(80 litres: optional extra).

05

All the important items in a compact space on the ERIBA Nova Light 425:
sink, 3-hob cooker, refrigerator and practical stowage space. The work top extends
to the front to provide enough space to work on, even when the hob lid is open.

ERIBA Nova Light – Comfort in the kitchenette and washroom
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ERIBA Nova Light – Standard highlights

Feel good right from the start
Comfort in the ERIBA Nova Light comes from practical basic equipment levels which are beyond comparison in
this class. The typical Nova Light highlights give the living area an exclusive flair. Feeling good is all-inclusive
here – experience it for yourself.

Efficient

The elegant way to save fuel:
All ERIBA caravans have an aerodynamically
shaped front in a rounded body shape. This body
shape, which is unique in caravan construction,

reduces air resistance and so permits you to
save fuel when you are on tour. At the same
time, it gives the caravan a timeless elegance.

Gapless insulation:
The roof and all side walls are made from
continuous 30 mm thick PUAL sandwich panels
which boast excellent insulation and avoid
any cold bridges. The interior is fully insulated,
even the gas bottle locker in the nose.

B

A

Firmly in control:
The sturdy grab handles on the front (A) and
the continuous grab handle at the rear (B)
offer a safe hold when you are manoeuvring
the caravan. The rear handle runs along
the entire width of the caravan so that
several helpers can all pull together.
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Easy to handle:
The jockey wheel is equipped
with a pneumatic tyre.
This makes it much easier and safer
to hitch up or park the caravan.

Greater driving safety:
The extra long V-shaped drawbar of the AL-KO
chassis and its semi-trailing link axle with
independent suspension ensure optimal roadholding and extremely high driving stability.
This means maximum safety on your travels.

Discover even more highlights at a HYMER/ ERIBA trading partner near you.

ERIBA Nova Light – Standard highlights

Safe braking:
The built-in AL-KO safety braking
system ensures continuous braking
action for strong and safe braking.

Very high payload:
The very sturdy fully galvanised AL-KO
lightweight construction chassis and low
maximum approved mass give ERIBA caravans
a very high load-bearing capacity.
Payloads up to 435 kg are possible depending
on the model and equipment level.

2x
11 kg

100 kg
loadbearing
capacity

High load-bearing capacity:
The extra long drawbar not only
offers space for a drawbar carrier,
it also has enough load-bearing capacity
due to its nose weight of 100 kg.

The ERIBA patent:
An awning rail is integrated
in the side panel to thread
in the awning piping.
This makes it much easier, safer
and faster to set up the awning.

Large gas bottle locker:
The lockable nose stowage compartment
can be easily reached through a wide opening
hatch fitted with a gas pressure strut.
Besides two 11 kg gas bottles the compartment
also has room for a spare wheel, an optional
22 litre waste water tank and the vehicle ramps.

Insulated

A

Protected installation:
All hot air ducts, water pipes and the entire
on-board electrics are housed inside the
vehicle to protect them from freezing.
Thanks to the space-saving installation, the
existing stowage space can be optimally used.

Illustrations for example only. Changes possible.

Perfect multiple protection:
The tinted windows with double acrylic
glazing not only provide light protection
and thermal insulation.
They are fitted as standard with insect screens
and blackout roller blinds and safety locks (A)
with vent position catches.

Stowage space for your dreams:
All fixed beds open up wide and
high quality spring struts keep them
safely in position when open.
The enormous bed boxes are easily accessible –
either from inside the caravan or from the
outside through the large exterior locker door.
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ERIBA Nova Light – Optional extras

Extra comfort on request
Do you want to add a more personal touch of class to your ERIBA caravan? We offer you so many
interesting extras to customise your van. This page contains a short extract of the many possibilities.
Your HYMER / ERIBA dealer will provide you with the complete list.

New!

Dynamic looks:
The dynamic stickers
in Sierra grey metallic
give your ERIBA a special
sporty appearance.

More stability on any ground:
The galvanised corner steadies
provide ERIBA caravans with a stable
stand and stability on any terrain.
You can increase stability even more
by fitting Big Foot steadies.

No snaking:
The new optimised stabiliser with
automatic control device (AKS 3004)
and auto-reverse mechanism corrects
snaking as soon as it occurs and
so increases the safety margin.

Simply
easy

Protection from snaking:
The optional stability control system
(ATC - Automatic Trailer Control)
recognises dangerous snaking movements
in advance and initiates controlled braking
in a fraction of a second to decelerate
the trailer and stabilise the rig.
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The smart manoeuvring system for caravans:
The AL-KO AMS MAMMUT manoeuvring
system lets you park your caravan with precision,
over sticks and stones, or on a steep incline,
even when there is no one else around to help.

The right nose weight at all times:
The AL-KO Premium jockey wheel
with its integrated nose load gauge
offers you the certainty that you
always have the best tow bar weight
when travelling.

Discover even more highlights at a HYMER/ ERIBA trading partner near you.

ERIBA Nova Light – Optional extras

More independence:
The Independent Electrical Packet,
comprising a gel battery (80 ampere-hours)
in the living area, 13-wire connecting cable
and 230 V automatic charger,
is a reliable power supply and is
independent of external power sources.

Towbar bicycle rack:
The Thule bicycle rack provides
security when carrying bicycles
on the drawbar.
The rack folds back to provide access
to the nose storage compartment.

Transporting items on the roof safely:
The robust roof rails with
integrated rear ladder provide
easy access to the useful roof area.
Large equipment for water and
winter sports can be easily
and safely lashed down here.

Omnistor 6200 awning:
The lightweight, elegant joint
awnings offer optimal protection
against sun and rain.
The space-saving awning is adapted to
the rounded shape of the roof without
making the caravan any wider.

Brightness by day and by night:
The large panorama roof vents in the
living area let in plenty of direct daylight
to create pleasant natural light conditions.
In the dark the integrated LED spots
provide uniform lighting.
The parallelogram rails allow you to
ventilate the interior even in bad weather.

Sleeping with a view:
The large panorama skylight (140 x 44 cm)
above the rear beds floods the interior with
daylight and provides unrestricted view of the
stars at night. Like its counterpart in the living
area the skylight is fitted with heat insulated
double glazing and a pleated blackout blind.

Radio /
TV ready

Take your seat in the first class:
The luxurious back cushions offer
you significantly more seating comfort –
they are higher and optimally moulded
to your body shape.

Illustrations for example only. Changes possible.

Ready wired for radio and TV:
The multimedia packet is an additional
comfort feature and includes a 19" TFT
screen (including holder), a radio
and DVD player, two or four loudspeakers
(depending on the model) and the
wiring to match.

LED

Pleasant light, low power consumption:
The indirect mood lighting in the overhead
storage cupboards lets you create a discrete
evening mood in the caravan at the press
of a button. Power consumption is very low,
thanks to low-energy LED technology.
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ERIBA Nova Light – Overview of models
Technical Data

Nova Light 380

Nova Light 425

Nova Light 450

Overall length

cm

607

607

607

Overall width

cm

217

217

217

Overall height

cm

257

257

257

Interior length

cm

430

430

430

Interior width

cm

200

200

200

Standing height in living area

cm

198

198

198

Payload approx.

kg

195 / 295 / 395

205 / 305 / 405

205 / 305 / 405

Maximum authorised weight
(MAM)

kg

1.200 / 1.300 /
1.400 (O)

1.200 / 1.300 /
1.400 (O)

1.200 / 1.300 /
1.400 (O)

4

3

3 / +1 (O)

Number of berths
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(O) = Optional equipment

Nova Light 465

Nova Light 470

607

647

225

217

257

257

430

470

208

200

198

198

180 / 280 / 380

235 / 435

1.200 / 1.300 /
1.400 (O)

1.300 /
1.500 (O)

3

3

You will find all specifications in the latest price list.
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ERIBA Nova / ERIBA Nova LuxusLine

Trendsetter in the premium class

72

The ERIBA Nova in its most perfected dynamic form. The unique superior design with the appealing round outer shape radiates elegance. Appealing and functional – the taillight cluster
and the continuous grab handle. At the front the hinged shaped windows are adapted to the
flowing contours.
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ERIBA Nova LuxusLine – Living and sleeping in comfort

74

High-class ambience, generous comfort and
luxurious appointments – the ERIBA Nova LuxusLine
is your 5-star hotel room on the road.

75

02

01
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03
01

Entertainment at the right place:
Adjust your flat screen in the best position for top entertainment.

02

The light-coloured furniture finish in Trentino pear wood, the high-class Nova LuxusLine
fabric design and the exclusive lighting give your van a luxurious and spacious interior.

03

The seating group surrounded by three windows offers ample room and the pleasant
seating comfort of the back upholstery moulds to your body shape.

04

The removable drill covers conceal high-quality cold foam mattresses
which provide you the sleeping comfort just of home.

ERIBA Nova LuxusLine – Living and sleeping in comfort

04
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ERIBA Nova – Living and sleeping in comfort

01

78

02

“The ERIBA Nova offers everything you need when
you‘re on the road – and it’s still incredibly spacious.”
Sylvia Menailiuk, Fabrics Development

03

05
01

The rolled slatted frame – here in the ERIBA Nova 540 –
enlarges the sleeping area in a few easy steps.

02

It‘s very quick and easy to make your bed: Assembling the bed is so ingenious and fast –
and the furniture finish in Merano pear wood provides a pleasant decor.

03

The spacious and functional shoe cupboard in the ERIBA Nova 540
is just right for tidying away your shoes at the entrance door.

04

Large table with plenty of legroom: The table top is adjustable and mounted
on a sturdy column. It is within easy reach of the rear seats in the seating group –
the Nova 540 here is in Castello fabric design.

05

The wardrobe with split door in this ERIBA Nova 531 has an additional drawer
which is ideal for drying damp clothes due to the perforated metal floor.

04
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02

01
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03
01

The generously roomy cupboard comes either with closed or open shelves –
the open shelf version is fitted with guard rails.

02

Large mirror and shelves make the washroom in the ERIBA Nova
into a generous and functional spa.

03

The luxury corner washstand in the Eriba Nova LuxusLine 465 shines with its countersunk
round basin and spacious undercupboard in Trentino pear wood furniture finish.

04

The top-quality furniture finish, the loving attention to details and the wooden slatted
floor insert in the shower create a luxurious and expansive feeling of space.

ERIBA Nova / ERIBA Nova LuxusLine – Comfort in the washroom

04
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01
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02

04

03

05
01

Small detail with great effect:
A spice rack with spot and mirror in the ERIBA Nova LuxusLine 465.

02

Well concealed but still effective: The extractor fan for well-ventilated cooking –
even when you prepare sophisticated menus.

03

The granite style dinette work top in the ERIBA Nova 495 is extendable
by covering the sink – and by lowering the split hob lid.

04

Classic and elegant high-gloss locker doors and effective slide guards
prevent crockery from travelling by itself when you‘re driving.

05

Large drawers with cutlery trays and the popular pharmacist’s pullout drawer
offer plenty of easily accessible stowage space.

06

The gourmet centre in the ERIBA Nova 465 – a caravanner’s pleasure.

ERIBA Nova / ERIBA Nova LuxusLine – Comfort in the kitchenette

06
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ERIBA Nova / ERIBA Nova LuxusLine – Standard highlights

Feel good right from the start
Comfort in the ERIBA Nova / ERIBA Nova LuxusLine comes from practical basic equipment levels which are
beyond comparison in this class. Numerous exquisite features give the living area an exclusive flair. Feeling
good is all-inclusive here – experience it for yourself.

Efficient

The elegant way to save fuel:
All ERIBA caravans have an aerodynamically
shaped front in a rounded body shape.
This body shape, which is unique in caravan
construction, reduces air resistance and

so permits you to save fuel when
you are on tour. At the same time,
the caravan‘s appearance has a
timeless elegance.

Gapless insulation:
The roof and all side walls are made from
continuous 30 mm thick PUAL sandwich panels
which boast excellent insulation and avoid
any cold bridges. The interior is fully insulated,
even the gas bottle locker in the nose.

2x
11 kg

Insulated

A

Perfect multiple protection:
The tinted windows with double acrylic
glazing not only provide light protection
and thermal insulation.
They are fitted as standard with insect screens
and blackout roller blinds and safety locks (A)
with vent position catches.

84

Greater driving safety:
The extra long V-shaped drawbar of the AL-KO
chassis and its semi-trailing link axle with
independent suspension ensure optimal roadholding and extremely high driving stability.
This means maximum safety on your travels.

Large gas bottle locker:
The lockable nose stowage compartment
can be easily reached through a wide opening
hatch fitted with a gas pressure strut.
Besides two 11 kg gas bottles the compartment
also has room for a spare wheel, an optional
22 litre waste water tank and the vehicle ramps.

Discover even more highlights at a HYMER/ ERIBA trading partner near you.

ERIBA Nova/ ERIBA Nova LuxusLine – Highlights from series production

100 kg
loadbearing
capacity

The ERIBA patent:
An awning rail is integrated
in the side panel to thread
in the awning piping.
This makes it much easier, safer
and faster to set up the awning.

Two doors are better than one:
Stow away your clothes behind a
split door – it needs less space to open.
There is also a drawer – and the
pleasant side effect that warmth from
the heating system acts like a dryer.

High load-bearing capacity:
The extra long drawbar not only
offers space for a drawbar carrier,
it also has enough load-bearing capacity
due to its nose weight of 100 kg.

Efficient

Back-ventilated to prevent condensation:
All overhead storage cupboards have a
ventilation gap behind the rear panel so
that warm air can circulate without hindrance.
This avoids strong temperature differences
in the interior and prevents unwanted
condensation from forming.

Protected installation:
All hot air ducts, water pipes and the entire
on-board electrics are housed inside the
vehicle to protect them from freezing.
Thanks to the space-saving installation, the
existing stowage space can be optimally used.

Pleasantly warm everywhere:
The maintenance free Truma S 3004/ 5004
heater with automatic ignition provides
pleasant warmth – even when the weather
outside is freezing cold. The tried and tested
system is highly efficient and reliable –
and is now even easier to operate.

B

A

Stowage space for your dreams:
All fixed beds open up wide and
high quality spring struts keep them
safely in position when open.
The enormous bed boxes are easily accessible –
either from inside the caravan or from the
outside through the large exterior locker door.

Illustrations for example only. Changes possible.

Firmly in control:
The sturdy grab handles on the front (A) and
the continuous grab handle at the rear (B)
offer a safe hold when you are manoeuvring
the caravan. The rear handle runs along
the entire width of the caravan so that
several helpers can all pull together.

Versatile fridge to keep things fresh:
The refrigerator with integrated freezer
compartment and adjustable shelves
runs on either 12 V, 230 V or gas.
The refrigerator door is lockable at the press
of a button, even in ventilation position.
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ERIBA Nova / ERIBA Nova LuxusLine – Optional extras

Extra comfort on request
Do you want to add a more personal touch of class to your ERIBA caravan? We offer you so many
interesting extras to customise your van. This page contains a short extract of the many possibilities.
Your HYMER / ERIBA dealer will provide you with the complete list.

Test
winner

More stability on any ground:
The galvanised corner steadies
provide ERIBA caravans with a stable
stand and stability on any terrain.
You can increase stability even more
by fitting Big Foot steadies.

Protection from snaking:
The optional stability control system
(ATC - Automatic Trailer Control)
recognises dangerous snaking movements
in advance and initiates controlled braking
in a fraction of a second to decelerate
the trailer and stabilise the rig.

Arrive without a care – Truma Mover SER / TER:
It makes handling and parking
your caravan easy.
It handles van weights up to 2,000 kg
and inclines up to 13 % by
remote control with no problem.

Radio /
TV ready

Brightness by day and by night:
The large panorama roof vents in the
living area let in plenty of direct daylight
to create pleasant natural light conditions.
In the dark the integrated LED spots
provide uniform lighting.
The parallelogram rails allow you to
ventilate the interior even in bad weather.
86

Omnistor 6200 awning:
The lightweight, elegant joint
awnings offer optimal protection
against sun and rain.
The space-saving awning is adapted to
the rounded shape of the roof without
making the caravan any wider.

Ready wired for radio and TV:
The multimedia packet is an additional
comfort feature and includes a 19" TFT
screen (including holder), a radio
and DVD player, two or four loudspeakers
(depending on the model) and the
wiring to match.

Discover even more highlights at a HYMER/ ERIBA trading partner near you.

ERIBA Nova / ERIBA Nova LuxusLine – Optional extras

Transporting items on the roof safely:
The robust roof rails with
integrated rear ladder provide
easy access to the useful roof area.
Large equipment for water and
winter sports can be easily
and safely lashed down here.

Towbar bicycle rack:
The Thule bicycle rack provides
security when carrying bicycles
on the drawbar.
The rack folds back to provide access
to the nose storage compartment.

Convenient satellite reception:
The 65 or 85 Oyster® satellite dishes provide
you with TV and radio reception throughout
Europe, North Africa and the Middle East.
The dishes have large bad weather reception
reserves and close when not in use –
like an oyster.

Warm during the cold season:
The ERIBA Nova/ ERIBA Nova S are really
made for winter due to PUAL body technology.
This is supplemented by Arctic equipment
such as ALDE hot water heating,

underfloor heating, insulated waste water pipes,
winter cover etc. The ERIBA Nova / ERIBA Nova S
is the ideal winter caravan even in extreme
temperatures.

The right nose weight at all times:
The AL-KO Premium jockey wheel
with its integrated nose load gauge
offers you the certainty that you
always have the best tow bar weight
when travelling.

More independence:
The Independent Electrical Packet,
comprising a gel battery (80 ampere-hours)
in the living area, 13-wire connecting cable
and 230 V automatic charger,
is a reliable power supply and is
independent of external power sources.

Sleeping with a view:
The large panorama skylight (140 x 44 cm)
above the rear beds floods the interior with
daylight and provides unrestricted view of the
stars at night. Like its counterpart in the living
area the skylight is fitted with heat insulated
double glazing and a pleated blackout blind.

The best climate under any conditions:
The Dometic FreshJet is the most compact and
lightweight climate control system of its class. It
ensures that air is well distributed thanks to its four
air outlets. Take control of the high-performance
and low-noise roof climate control system with
dimmable LED lighting using a remote control.

Illustrations for example only. Changes possible.
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ERIBA Nova / ERIBA Nova LuxusLine – Overview of models
Technical Data

Nova 465/
Nova 465 LuxusLine

Nova 495/
Nova 495 LuxusLine

Nova 531/
Nova 531 LuxusLine

Overall length

cm

698

736

758

Overall width

cm

230

230

230

Overall height

cm

262

262

262

Interior length

cm

497

528

557

Interior width

cm

218

218

218

Standing height in living area

cm

198

198

198

Payload approx.

kg

225 / 325

180 / 280 / 380

135 / 235 / 335

Maximum authorised weight
(MAM)

kg

1.500 /
1.600 (O)

1.500 /
1.600 / 1.700 (O)

1.500 /
1.600 / 1.700 (O)

4

4

4

Number of berths
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(O) = Optional equipment

Nova 540/
Nova 540 LuxusLine

Nova 541/
Nova 541 LuxusLine

Nova 545/
Nova 545 LuxusLine

769

765

760

240

240

240

262

262

262

557

557

550

228

228

228

198

198

198

200 / 300 / 400

190 / 290 / 390

135 / 235 / 335 / 435

1.600 /
1.700 / 1.800 (O)

1.600 /
1.700 / 1.800 (O)

1.600 / 1.700 /
1.800 / 1.900 (O)

4

4

4

You will find all specifications in the latest price list.
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ERIBA Nova S

Pure luxury

90

Perfect appearance. The exterior Carrara white body colour emphasises the high class of
the ERIBA Nova S. Rounded forms using the PUAL construction method connect the roof
and side panels – a sign of advanced technology. These are special features in the absolute
top class.
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ERIBA Nova S – Living and sleeping in comfort

92

From modern design to the smallest equipment detail:
The ERIBA Nova S is the epitome of caravan construction
and fulfils every desire a caravanner may have.
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ERIBA Nova S – Living and sleeping in comfort

01

94

02

“From the very start, it was our aim to also
reproduce the technical perfection of the ERIBA Nova S
in its design.“
Frank Venter, Head of Design

03

05
01

The sideboard is only one of many ingenious details which are highly functional
as well as attractive in design – here the Pebble leather trim in the Nova 690 S.

02

Mobile lounge in Himalaya fabric design: Here is where you and your guests can sit in
comfort round the table which is adjustable, sturdy and offers plenty of legroom
thanks to its single column.

03

Adjust the movable wall holder to position the high-quality flat screen TV
at the right angle to enjoy optimum entertainment.

04

The double bed in the Nova 545 S offers top sleeping comfort
with its first-class cold foam mattress and drill cover.

05

The roof high front window turns the ERIBA Nova S into a conservatory flooded in light –
or into a romantic planetarium to gaze at the stars – here the Laviana fabric design
in the Nova 545 S.

04
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01

02
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03
01

The exquisite washbasin meets the highest demands for exclusive design.
The clever mirror is angled to give you a side view as well – here in the Nova 690 S.

02

The shower with optional luxury equipment is an absolute highlight in this ERIBA Nova S 690.

03

More luxury in a washroom is well nigh impossible:
Elegant design, high-quality materials, clever stowage options and top functionality.

04

The ERIBA Nova S 690, here in Noce Torino furniture finish, ensures maximum kitchen
comfort with classic and elegant fronts: Servo Soft Close drawers, large cutlery tray,
pharmacist’s pullout drawer, spice rack; the work top is lit by halogen spots.

ERIBA Nova S – Comfort in the kitchenette and washroom

04
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ERIBA Nova S – Standard highlights

Feel good right from the start
Extra comfort in the ERIBA Nova S comes from practical basic equipment levels which are beyond comparison
in this class. Numerous exquisite features give the living area an exclusive flair. Feeling good is all-inclusive
here – experience it for yourself.

Efficient

The elegant way to save fuel:
All ERIBA caravans have an aerodynamically
shaped front in a rounded body shape.
This body shape, which is unique in caravan
construction, reduces air resistance and

LED

Pleasant light, low power consumption:
The indirect mood lighting in the overhead
storage cupboards lets you create
a discrete evening mood in the caravan
at the press of a button.
Power consumption is very low, thanks
to low-energy LED technology

so permits you to save fuel when
you are on tour. At the same time,
the caravan‘s appearance has a
timeless elegance.

2x
11 kg

Gapless insulation:
The roof and all side walls are made from
continuous 30 mm thick PUAL sandwich panels
which boast excellent insulation and avoid
any cold bridges. The interior is fully insulated,
even the gas bottle locker in the nose.
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Large gas bottle locker:
The lockable nose stowage compartment
can be easily reached through a wide opening
hatch fitted with a gas pressure strut.
Besides two 11 kg gas bottles the compartment
also has room for a spare wheel, an optional
22 litre waste water tank and the vehicle ramps.

More than just an entrance and exit:
The entrance door becomes a furniture
item due to the large clothing hooks.
The optional insect screen roller blind
keeps unwanted guests away.

Discover even more highlights at a HYMER/ ERIBA trading partner near you.

ERIBA Nova S – Standard highlights

The ERIBA patent:
An awning rail is integrated
in the side panel to thread
in the awning piping.
This makes it much easier, safer
and faster to set up the awning.

Greater driving safety:
The extra long V-shaped drawbar of the AL-KO
chassis and its semi-trailing link axle with
independent suspension ensure optimal roadholding and extremely high driving stability.
This means maximum safety on your travels.

Safe braking:
The built-in AL-KO safety braking
system ensures continuous braking
action for strong and safe braking.

Truma 6000 W combination heater:
This heater is extremely lightweight and
compact. It has unmatched low power
consumption and FrostControl as standard.
Warm air flows through four outlets
and water heats up very quickly.

Stowage space for your dreams:
All fixed beds open up wide and
high quality spring struts keep them
safely in position when open.
The enormous bed boxes are easily accessible –
either from inside the caravan or from the
outside through the large exterior locker door.

Brightness by day and by night:
The large panorama roof vents in the
living area let in plenty of direct daylight
to create pleasant natural light conditions.
In the dark the integrated LED spots
provide uniform lighting.
The parallelogram rails allow you to
ventilate the interior even in bad weather.

Illustrations for example only. Changes possible.

Back-ventilated to prevent condensation:
All overhead storage cupboards have a
ventilation gap behind the rear panel so
that warm air can circulate without hindrance.
This avoids strong temperature differences
in the interior and prevents unwanted
condensation from forming.

High tech in the kitchen:
The full-height TEC Tower is the ultimate in
modern kitchen equipment. It comprises a fridgefreezer combination (160 litres), oven and grill
in timeless elegant design and is a convincing
kitchen appliance, both from its appearance
as well as its versatile performance.
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ERIBA Nova S – Optional extras

Extra comfort on request
Do you want to add a more personal touch of class to your ERIBA caravan? We offer you so many
interesting extras to customise your van. This page contains a short extract of the many possibilities.
Your HYMER / ERIBA dealer will provide you with the complete list.

Test
winner

Protection from snaking:
The optional stability control system
(ATC - Automatic Trailer Control)
recognises dangerous snaking movements
in advance and initiates controlled braking
in a fraction of a second to decelerate
the trailer and stabilise the rig.

Arrive without a care – Truma Mover SER / TER:
It makes handling and parking
your caravan easy.
It handles van weights up to 2,000 kg
and inclines up to 13 % by
remote control with no problem.

Omnistor 6200 awning:
The lightweight, elegant joint
awnings offer optimal protection
against sun and rain.
The space-saving awning is adapted to
the rounded shape of the roof without
making the caravan any wider.

Transporting items on the roof safely:
The robust roof rails with
integrated rear ladder provide
easy access to the useful roof area.
Large equipment for water and
winter sports can be easily
and safely lashed down here.

The right nose weight at all times:
The AL-KO Premium jockey wheel
with its integrated nose load gauge
offers you the certainty that you
always have the best tow bar weight
when travelling.

Radio /
TV ready

Ready wired for radio and TV:
The multimedia packet is an additional
comfort feature and includes a 19" TFT
screen (including holder), a radio
and DVD player, two or four loudspeakers
(depending on the model) and the
wiring to match.
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Discover even more highlights at a HYMER/ ERIBA trading partner near you.

ERIBA Nova S – Optional extras

Make an extension to your caravan!
Together with awning specialists “Isabella”,
we designed the “ERIBA Nova S” awning
especially for your ERIBA Nova S. It is very easy
to fit and comes equipped as standard with the
lightweight CarbonX frame. The front and side
panels are removable and / or foldable to form

a veranda. A matching awning carpet, 2 storm
protectors and a HerculesTwin frame stretcher
are also standard equipment.
This is the kind of top equipment level you
are used to from your Nova S. The awning
measures 300 cm deep.

The best climate under any conditions:
The Dometic FreshJet is the most compact and
lightweight climate control system of its class. It
ensures that air is well distributed thanks to its four
air outlets. Take control of the high-performance
and low-noise roof climate control system with
dimmable LED lighting using a remote control.

Romantic vistas:
From dinner by starlight to breakfast with
the rising sun – the optional panorama
front window above the seating group gives
you unique holiday vistas – guaranteed.

More independence:
The Independent Electrical Packet,
comprising a gel battery (80 ampere-hours)
in the living area, 13-wire connecting cable
and 230 V automatic charger,
is a reliable power supply and is
independent of external power sources.

Spot-on support:
The ERIBA comfort sleeping system with
high-quality cup spring slatted frames brings out
all the qualities of the multizone cold foam
mattresses. Every part of your body is supported
spot-on with the right counterpressure –
for a refreshing, relaxing sleep.

Towbar bicycle rack:
The Thule bicycle rack provides
security when carrying bicycles
on the drawbar.
The rack folds back to provide access
to the nose storage compartment.

Warm during the cold season:
The ERIBA Nova/ ERIBA Nova S are really
made for winter due to PUAL body technology.
This is supplemented by Arctic equipment
such as ALDE hot water heating,

underfloor heating, insulated waste water pipes,
winter cover etc. The ERIBA Nova / ERIBA Nova S
is the ideal winter caravan even in extreme
temperatures.

Illustrations for example only. Changes possible.
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ERIBA Nova S – Overview of models
Technical Data

Nova 485 S

Nova 530 S

Nova 540 S

Overall length

cm

736

793

793

Overall width

cm

230

230

250

Overall height

cm

262

262

262

Interior length

cm

530

590

590

Interior width

cm

218

218

238

Standing height in living area

cm

198

198

198

Payload approx.

kg

300 / 200

360 / 260

260 / 160

Maximum authorised weight
(MAM)

kg

1.800 /
1.700 (O)

2.000 /
1.900 (O)

2.000 /
1.900 (O)

4

4

4

Number of berths
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(O) = Optional equipment

Nova 545 S

Nova 590 S

Nova 650 S

Nova 690 S

784

793

882

882

250

240

250

250

262

262

262

262

570

590

700

700

238

228

238

238

198

198

198

198

355 / 255

290 / 190

450

450

2.000 /
1.900 (O)

2.000 /
1.900 (O)

2.500

2.500

4

4

6 / +1 (SA)

5 / +1 (SA)

You will find all specifications in the latest price list.
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“Husum” fabric design
(material: textile)

“Rivera” fabric design
(material: textile)

“Maraldi” fabric design
(material: textile)

“Salinas” fabric design
(material: textile)

“Twist” fabric design
(material: textile)

“Himalaya” fabric design
(material: leatherette/textile)

“Salvador” fabric design
(material: leatherette/textile)

“Montasio” fabric design
(material: textile)

“Charbonnel” fabric design
(material: textile)

ERIBA Caravan 2014 – Fabric designs
Husum

Himalaya

Salvador

ERIBA Touring

—

—

ERIBA Feeling

—

—

—

—

—

—

ERIBA Exciting

Rivera

—

Maraldi

—

Salinas

—

Twist

—

ERIBA Nova Light

Montasio

Charbonnel

Viola

Castello

—

—

—

—

—

—

ERIBA Nova

—

—

—

—

ERIBA Nova LuxusLine

—

—

—

—

ERIBA Nova S
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—

—

—

—

—

—

Illustrations for example only. Changes possible.

“Viola” fabric design
(material: textile)

“Castello” fabric design
(material: textile)

“Kalmar” fabric design
(material: textile)

“Makalu” fabric design
(material: textile)

“Arona” fabric design
(material: textile)

“Paradiso” fabric design
(material: Ecotech/textile)

“Laviana” fabric design
(material: leather/textile)

“Caramel leather” fabric design
(material: leather)

“Kiesel leather” fabric design
(material: leather)

Kalmar

Makalu

Arona

Nova LuxusLine

Paradiso

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Laviana Caramel leather Pebble leather

—
“Nova LuxusLine” fabric design
(material: textile)

= Standard equipment

= Optional equipment (O)
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Community and service

The entire world of touring travel

You love touring with your ERIBA
caravan – that goes without saying.
Do you also like surfing on the
internet or on social networks?
Then become a member of our
HYMER Fan Club on Facebook:
www.facebook.com/HYMERAG.
You’ll also find us on Youtube:
www.youtube.com/dieHYMERAG
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Do you fancy testing a caravan?
We award lucky draws for one-week stays including
adventure programme in co-operation with the Gitzenweiler Hof camping park in Lindau on Lake Constance.
You’ll find all the information at www.eriba.com or
www.gitzenweiler-hof.de.

Internationale Bodensee Tourismus GmbH / Achim Mende

Try a touring holiday on impulse?
That’s no problem! Many ERIBA dealers also rent caravans.
Find your nearest dealer at www.eriba.com.

The four-country region of Lake Constance is our adventure country.
Just browse on the web to find out what dream travel destinations
we have thought up for you.

You are cordially invited to experience the history of motorhomes in the HYMER home town of Bad Waldsee.
HYMER is the epitome of premium motorhomes and caravans and is also market leader in Europe. The pillars of the company are the four
divisions HYMER Motorhomes, ERIBA Caravans, HYMER Original Parts and Accessories and HYMERCAR. HYMER currently employs over 1000
workers at the Bad Waldsee location. HYMER’s success story started a good 50 years ago. “You only have to really want to and believe in
something to succeed.” This election slogan by the famous Graf Zeppelin also shaped the life of Erwin Hymer. In 1956, “Mr Hymermobil”
followed his father’s call and returned from the Dornier factory in Friedrichshafen to the family business making farm wagons in Bad Waldsee. Then something happened there which would soon change the course of history. The engineering expert Erich Bachem asked whether
he could build a caravan. Erwin Hymer could, and the result was the prototype of the ERIBA Troll in 1957. The first motorhome, the Caravano,
followed in 1961. Since then, the brand and the company have steadily grown to what it has become today.

On the road around the world – The Erwin Hymer Museum invites
you on a tour of discovery through the past, present and future of
touring travel.

A permanent exhibition covering over 6,000 square metres
presents more than 80 historical caravans and motorhomes.
Visitors tour dream routes all over the world! Discover the
cultural and historical background of touring travel. Plunge into
the history of the pioneers. Experience the thrill of technology,
development, production and design. Discover and experience
the particular longings of your time. The world of touring travel
not only enthrals fans of touring, engineering and design but
also the whole family! The Erwin Hymer Museum is a handson and interactive museum. So let’s get going – the tour has
begun!
You’ll find all the dates of guided factory tours, our offers for
travel groups and information on the Erwin Hymer Museum at
www.eriba.com or www.erwin-hymer-museum.de
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Note:
This brochure describes the series status at the time of publication.
Despite careful checking of the contents, printing errors are not excluded.
During the course of the model year, we retain the right to make changes
to equipment or product improvements. Before signing a contract of sale,
please ask our authorised HYMER/ERIBA dealer for our current products
and series status.
Some vehicles include optional extras which are quoted in the current
price list and available at extra cost. The decoration illustrated is not part
of the HYMER/ERIBA scope of supply. The details of scope of delivery,
appearance, performance, dimensions and weights of the vehicles –
deviations within the factory tolerance limits (max +/- 5%) are possible
and permissible – are valid at the time of going to press.
They conform to European provisions governing homologation; they may
change up to the time of vehicle purchase or delivery. Your HYMER/
ERIBA contract partner will gladly provide you with information on
changes and the standard scope of delivery.
Copyright by HYMER AG.

HYMER AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT
Postfach 1140
88330 Bad Waldsee
www.hymer.com
www.facebook.com/hymerAG

